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Research addressed 4 key areas:-
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An overview of the approach 

• Hypothesis lab – an extended briefing session with all relevant 
parties 

• 10 x 1 hour Stakeholder depths (a mix of face to face  and 
telephone interviews) with clinicians, specialist nurses and 
charities 

• 24 x 1 ½ hour ‘Mr & Mrs’ in home sessions

• 14 x 2 hour Family Triads
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• 1, 007 x 20 minute online survey

• 542 additional interviews with those from an ethnic 
minority 

• Black/ Black British/ Caribbean/ African: n=151

• Indian/ Pakistani/ Bangladeshi: n=308

• Other ethnicities (including those with multiple 
ethnicities): n=83



1. A key challenge for 
NHSBT is in prompting 
people to consider the 
importance of organ 

donation
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Organ donation not a topic which many have been exposed to 

Organ donation is 
not discussed 

Few have first 
hand experience 

• Many are uncomfortable 
confronting upsetting 
emotions around their 
own mortality 

• Death is considered too 
personal and too sensitive 
in conversations

• Few are aware of wishes
of those closest to them

• Seen as not in the public 
eye in comparison to other 
health campaigns

• Lack of first hand 
experience of organ 
donation (process/ 
giving consent)

• Top of mind 
association is living 
donation

Q14. Have you ever talked with anyone about organ donation? Base: 
All Nat Rep (1007)

• Only 50% have 
ever spoken to 
anyone about 
organ donation

• 1/3 say its never 
come up in 
conversation
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54% haven’t seen any recent 
publicity about organ donation

Perception that it is the exception rather than the norm 



2. Theoretical support for 
organ donation does not 

translate into similar levels 
of personal support
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0

72%

82%

Theoretical support for organ donation is relatively high

Support in principle

Comfortable with the idea of 
donating own organs

Willingness to donate own 
organs

4 attitudinal groups:

S04. Which of these statements best describes your views on organ 
donation?/ Q01. How comfortable are you with the idea of donating your 
organs after death? / Q02. Which of the following best describes how you 
personally feel about organ donation? Base: All Nat Rep (1007)

Definitely willing 
(51%)

Considerers
(31%)

Unsure
(13%)

Not willing 
(5%)
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Most support in principle, but only half are definitely willing



3. There are a number of 
strong motivations for 

NHSBT to communicate
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It would be improving and saving the lives of others

My organs will only go to waste when I die

Feels good to think I could be help someone when I die

Someone I love could one day need a transplant

I would accept so should be prepared to donate

I want to make something good from a sad situation

It's something that everyone should do

I would feel proud to donate my organs

I want to make sure that there are enough organs for 
those who need them

I feel a social responsibility to donate my organs

People who are organ donors are unselfish people

Don't know

None of these

Communications which strike an emotional chord most 
likely to be effective

Definitely donate Consider Unsure Not willing

Q03b1. Which of these apply to you when thinking about whether you 
would consider donating your organs after death? Base: Nat Rep: 
Definitely donate (536), Consider (321), Not sure (113), Not willing (37)
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4. There are a number of 
barriers to organ donation
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Key barriers to donating personally are mistrust in medical 
profession and discomfort thinking about death

39% 21%

I worry hospital staff might not do their best to save my life
I don't want to think about my death

I worry my family might be upset if I donated my organs
I worry I could still be alive when they do the operation

I don’t want to donate to someone who does not deserve it
I don't know enough about it

I'm too old - my organs wouldn't be of any use
I would worry my organs wouldn’t be used for transplantation

I want my body to be whole when it is buried or cremated
I can't give blood so I don't think I could donate my organs

I don't want to suffer after death
I have an illness that will stop doctors wanting my organs

I worry that organ donation will delay the burial or cremation
I think organ donation is against my religion / faith

I wouldn’t accept an organ transplant, so wouldn’t donate
Don't want to donate to someone from a different community
Don't want to donate to someone of a different religion / faith

I think organ donation is against my culture

None of these (i.e. no negative considerations)

Nat Rep BME

Q03b2. Which of the following apply to you when thinking about whether you would consider donating your organs after death? Base: All Nat Rep 
(1007), BME Boost (542)



5. Overall support for organ 
donation amongst BME 

groups is lower and their 
barriers are more focused 

on culture and religion
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BMEs tend to focus more on cultural and religious barriers
Whereas the barriers in the population as a whole are more personal

39% 21%

I worry hospital staff might not do their best to save my life
I don't want to think about my death

I worry my family might be upset if I donated my organs
I worry I could still be alive when they do the operation

I don’t want to donate to someone who does not deserve it
I don't know enough about it

I'm too old - my organs wouldn't be of any use
I would worry my organs wouldn’t be used for transplantation

I want my body to be whole when it is buried or cremated
I can't give blood so I don't think I could donate my organs

I don't want to suffer after death
I have an illness that will stop doctors wanting my organs

I worry that organ donation will delay the burial or cremation
I think organ donation is against my religion / faith

I wouldn’t accept an organ transplant, so wouldn’t donate
Don't want to donate to someone from a different community
Don't want to donate to someone of a different religion / faith

I think organ donation is against my culture

None of these (i.e. no negative considerations)

Nat Rep BME

Q03b2. Which of the following apply to you when thinking about whether you would consider 
donating your organs after death? Base: All Nat Rep (1007), BME Boost (542)
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Religion influences BME support for organ donation…

Religious profile of those who think 
donation is against their religion/ faith

While 80% of BME sample are religious

Only 13% said that they thought organ donation was against 
their religion / the teachings of their faith

Qualitatively, most Hindus and Sikhs view donation positively: it is perceived to be 
another form of charity and most believe the body isn’t needed after life

QD11. What is your religion? / Q03b2. Which of the following apply 
to you when thinking about whether you would consider donating 
your organs after death? Base: BME  Boost(542)
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But understanding of official standpoint of religion is fairly limited



6. Misconceptions exist  
around the process of 

showing support
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• Qualitative interviews found fairly low understanding of the ODR donor register
• Greater awareness of the ODR in the quantitative research, but evidence that this is 

over- claimed

Some uncertainty of what the ODR is and how it works
Despite high levels of claimed awareness 

30%

50%

84%

Q6 / Q7/ Q30. Base: All Nat Rep (1007). Q11a. Base: All Nat 
Rep who are willing to donate, but not signed up to ODR (228). 
Please see notes page for full question text

Nat 
rep 

BME

72% 

37% 

66% 

Of those willing to 
donate, yet not signed 

up to ODR:-
•15% believe they 
don’t have enough 
information 
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Of the 82% who would 
consider donating their 
organs 30% would only 

consider doing so if 
they had some control 
over what is and isn’t 
signed up to on the 

register



7. There is appetite for 
publicly available donor 
cards  and a role for cards to 
prompt conversation
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• Recall of OD cards 

• Emotional 
attachment to the old 
organ donation cards 

• Assumption that if 
they have previously 
held card they are on 
the ODR now

Cards have potential to prompt conversation

• Card is a tangible, 
visible 
representation of 
support that could 
act as a prompt 
for conversations 
with friends and 
family members

• Just over half feel that 
dual signatures are a 
good idea for 
encouraging 
conversation 

• However, questions 
about whether it is 
legally binding and 
whether consent 
would still be sought

Strong attachment to old 
cards

Support for 
reintroduction

Dual signatory has 
potential
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8. Raising awareness that 
families will be asked for 

consent may prompt 
conversation 
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Awareness that families/loved ones will be approached 
is relatively low

Significant in context of family rarely knowing an individual’s wishes

If person is listed on ODR
•12% believe donation will take place 
without consultation
•38% believe they will be informed 
but not asked permission

Whilst 91% think it is 
important to discuss their 
donation wishes only 37% 
have spoken to close family 
or friends about it

Q12. How important do you think it is to tell those closest to you 
of your wishes about donating your organs after death? / Q15. 
Which of the following have you done? / Q19. Which of the 
following do you think is true? Base: All Nat Rep (1007)
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Total 
sample

Definitely 
would

Would 
consider it Don't know Would not On ODR Not on ODR

The need for prior conversation about organ donation 
is often not appreciated

Willingness to donate own organs

Nearly half of those who would definitely donate have not communicated their wishes

37% 55% 15% 19% 16% 49% 21%
Told those closest 

about own wishes:

Q14. Have you ever talked with anyone about organ donation? / Q15. 
Which of the following have you done? Base: Nat Rep: All Nat Rep (1007), 
Definitely would (536), Would consider (321), Don’t know (113), Not 
willing (37), On ODR (524), Not on ODR (350)
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9. There is strong 
agreement that it is 

important for individuals’
wishes to be respected
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There is strong agreement that it is important for 
individuals’ wishes to be respected

Agreement Net: 77% 71%

It’s an individual's 
choice, 

not for others to 
decide

It annoys me that my 
wishes/ others’ might 

not be respected

78% of those who 
definitely want to 
donate their own 

organs strongly agree 
that it annoys them 
to think their wishes 

might not be 
respected –

significantly higher 
than for others (64%)

Q20. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements? Base: Nat Rep: All Nat Rep (1007), Definitely want to (536), 
Don’t definitely want to (471). See notes page for context of question
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10. Prior discussion is the 
factor most likely to 

encourage familial consent
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Absence of prior verbal consent results in the most 
marked increase in uncertainty

The ODR makes minimal difference if wishes have already been discussed

On ODR and 
discussed wishes

Not on ODR but 
have discussed 

wishes

On ODR but not 
discussed wishes

Not on ODR and 
not discussed 

wishes

Uncertainty
Q23a/b/ Q26a/b. Below are some situations where people have had 
to make difficult decisions. Please read through each of them and say 
whether you think you would agree or not if you were in that 
situation yourself. Base: All Nat Rep (1007)
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3 in 10 unable to agree outright if they have never spoken about
the deceased’s wishes

The power of prior discussion cannot be underestimated

Q23a/b/ Q26a/b. Below are some situations where people have had 
to make difficult decisions. Please read through each of them and say 
whether you think you would agree or not if you were in that 
situation yourself. Base: All Nat Rep (1007)
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11. When a loved ones 
wishes are unknown, not 
agreeing to donation is 

often seen as the easiest or 
safest option
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Those unsure tend to worry more about the wishes of 
the deceased

While those willing to agree tend to focus on their personal beliefs

It could help to save someone's life 70%

I believe it's right for people to donate their 
organs

61%

I think it's the right thing to do in that 
situation

58%

It's making something positive out of a sad 
situation

56%

Their organs would only go to waste 54%

It could help to save someone's life 54%

It's making something positive out of a sad 
situation

38%

If they were strongly against organ donation 
they would have told me

28%

I believe it's right for people to donate their 
organs

28%

I wouldn’t want to go against their wishes in 
case they wanted to be a donor

27%

Become unsure without consent (29%)Always agree (31%)

Top motivations to agree without prior verbal or ODR consent

Q28a. You said that you would agree / you’re not sure if you would agree  to your 
family member/ close friend’s organs being donated if they hadn’t signed up to the 
NHS ODR and you hadn’t personally discussed their wishes. Why might you agree? 
Base: Nat Rep: Always agree (331), Become unsure without consent (308)
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Most barriers are consistent between those who refuse 
and those who are unsure

But anticipated feelings of guilt are more common if unable to agree

We've never spoken about it so I don’t know 
what their wishes would be

37%

I wouldn’t want to go against their wishes in 
case they didn’t want to be an organ donor

36%

I couldn’t make that decision by myself 31%

I don’t have the right to make that decision 
for someone else

29%

If they had a strong opinion they would have 
spoken to me about it

16%

I might feel differently depending on who 
the person is

15%

If they had a strong opinion they would have 
signed up to the register

14%

We've never spoken about it so I don’t know 
what their wishes would be

45%

I don’t have the right to make that decision 
for someone else

42%

I wouldn’t want to go against their wishes in 
case they didn’t want to be an organ donor

42%

If they had a strong opinion they would have 
signed up to the register

31%

I couldn’t make that decision by myself 30%

If they had a strong opinion they would have 
spoken to me about it

27%

I would feel guilty about agreeing 16%

Become unable to agree without consent (30%)Become unsure without consent (29%)

Top barriers to agreeing without prior verbal or ODR consent

Q28c. You said that you wouldn’t agree / you’re not sure if you would agree to your family 
member/ close friend’s organs being donated if they hadn’t signed up to the NHS ODR and you 
hadn’t personally discussed their wishes. Why might you not agree? Base: Nat Rep: Become 
unsure without consent (308), Become unable to agree without consent (278)
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There is a clear link between personal views and 
willingness to donate on behalf of others

Total Definitely want 
to donate own 

organs

Would 
consider 

donating own

Don’t know if 
want to donate 

own

Definitely 
don’t want to 
donate own

Without Verbal or ODR consent

Q23a/b/ Q26a/b. Please read through each of them and say whether
you think you would agree or not if you were in that situation 
yourself. Base: All Nat Rep (1007), Definitely want to (536), Consider 
(321), Don’t know (113), Not willing (37)
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12. Common 
misconceptions held around 
consent rates, the ODR and 

organ availability 
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Perceptions are broadly accurate, but there are some 
misconceptions

Fewer than 1500 people each year donate their organs (True)

90% agree to donate friend/ family member’s organs (False)

Having an organ donor card means you’re definitely on ODR (False)

Fewer than 5000 people each year die in circumstances where they
can donate their organs (True)

BMEs are up to three times more likely to need a transplant (True)

%  giving correct answer

Q30. Below are a number of things that people have said about organ donation. 
For each one, we would like you to say whether you think it is true or false. Base: 
All Nat Rep (1007)
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1 in 5 say they changed their views after reading the facts 
about organ donation…

Of those whose views changed, the main influences are:
•You can choose whether you would prefer to donate all organs or a select number (56%)
•Around 1000 people each year die waiting for an organ (42%)
•Fewer than 5000 people die each year in circumstances where they would be able to donate (33%)

35% of BMEs say their 
views change with the 

facts



Conclusions & 
Recommendations 
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Key Findings

A key challenge for NHSBT is in 
prompting people to consider the 

importance of organ donation

Opportunity for NHSBT to prompt 
conversations to make organ donation 

the norm rather than the exception

Recommendations

Theoretical support for organ 
donation does not translate into 
similar levels of personal support

There is an opportunity to target 1 in 3 
of the population who would consider 

donating

There are a number of strong 
motivations for NHSBT to 

communicate

The benefits to ‘self’ rather than 
society should be emphasised and the 

benefits made tangible

There are a number of barriers to 
organ donation

Highlight safeguards and address 
confusion around age, illness, protocol 

(treatment of the body)
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Key Findings

Overall support for organ donation 
amongst BME groups is lower and 
their barriers are more focused on 

culture and religion

Continue to promote from within BME 
communities

Recommendations

Misconceptions exist  around the 
process of showing support

Increase education on the ODR and 
address misconceptions

There is appetite for publicly 
available donor cards  and a role for 

cards to prompt conversation

Reintroduce publicly available donor 
cards to promote conversations,  with 

optional link to ODR 

Raising awareness that families will 
be asked for consent may prompt 

conversation 

Promote the unknown wishes 
scenario as a talking  point 
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Key Findings

Prior discussion is the factor most 
likely to encourage familial consent

Encourage conversations

Recommendations

There is strong agreement that it is 
important for individuals’ wishes to 

be respected

Implement a shift from ‘ask’ to 
‘inform’ (familial consent) 

When a loved ones wishes are 
unknown, not agreeing to donation 
is often seen as the easiest or safest 

option

Raise awareness that the majority 
support organ donation, even though 

they don’t talk about it AND Stress 
that most people haven’t shared 
wishes, even if they are on the 

register 

Common misconceptions held 
around consent rates, the ODR and 

organ availability

Opportunity to emphasise the real 
impact of individual/familial decisions 

on organ availability 



Thank You

Julie Walker julie.walker@optimisaresearch.com
Cathy O’Brien cathy.obrien@optimisaresearch.com
Sharron Worton sharron.worton@optimisaresearch.com
Kate Crossan kate.crossan@optimisarsearch.com
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